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1 of 1 review helpful American Gothic Tales By Sturmey Archer Extraordinarily compelling collection of stories from 
american authors assembled by Joyce Carol Oates Rather than hew closely to a definition of gothic however loose that 
may be she aims to display the range depth audacity and fantastical extravagance of the human imagination The stories 
range from the whimsical The Damned Thing by Ambrose Joyce Carol Oates has a special perspective on the ldquo 
gothic rdquo in American short fiction at least partially because her own horror yarns rank on the spine tingling chart 
with the masters She is able to see the unbroken link of the macabre that ties Edgar Allan Poe to Anne Rice and to 
recognize the dark psychological bonds between Henry James and Stephen King This remarkable anthology of gothic 
fiction spanning two centuries of American writing gives us an i com Many of the writers in this volume are not gothic 
writers but simply writers Their inclusion here is meant to suggest the richness and magnitude of the gothic grotesque 
vision and the inadequacy of genre labels if by genre is meant mere formula S 
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